Ch. 3 The English Colonies

TP Tech! - Table Placemat!

Ch. 3 Cross Word

5 Definitions (OR 10 term Word Find)
1, 3, 5 Down:

2 & 4 Across:

The Great Awakening
George Whitefield gives a powerful sermon during the Great Awakening. Ministers like Whitefield emphasized personal religious experiences over official church rules. They also allowed ordinary church members—whatever their race, class, or gender—to play a role in services. The value placed on individuals of all types during the Great Awakening helped shape American political ideas about who should have a say in government.

How do you think religious freedom led to political freedom?

Directions: 1. Word Bubbles – Write a riddle or joke in one and write “The BIG Ideas” or facts about the area in the other two word bubbles. 2. Complete the Cross Word. 3. Color the picture 4. Put a Timeline from the Chapter & Map on the back. 5. OPTIONAL EXTRA CREDIT - Laminate at FedEx/Kinkos for use at Home.
Directions: Fill in the Timeline. (See Page 69) Label the goods carried on the Triangular Trade Route. (See Page 92)